
IRIS 11810 S IRIS 11810 S IRIS 11810 S

IRIS     IPad Rack 

Information 

System

118  Total height in cm

  10  Shaft width in cm

  99  Shaft height in cm,     

        Foot plate 30 x 30 cm

S     Silver anodized

L     Lacquered 
L     with charging function

V     Branding version with inter-

changeable panel 99 x 15 cm 

(height x width) both sides

Labeling of the base shaft

Labeling of the branding inserts

Printing on the glass base plate

Article description Size Variants Versions Optionen

Tablet stand IRIS
 Minimalist with advertising space that can be labeled 
 on both sides, IRIS puts tablets in the spotlight.

A compelling design 

IRIS is a universal holding system 

for various tablet models. In form, 

function and material quality it 

meets the high demands of our 

customers. IRIS fascinates with its 

emotionally appealing design and 

functional highlights.  

 

The protected product design of 

IRIS presents the tablet design 

„lying freely visible on the hand“ 

and held only with a „thumb“, 

which discreetly protects the USB 

connector and home button from 

foreign access.

 

 

 

Digital SignageDigital Signage

The basic version

consists of a slim shaft only 20 mm thick and 100 mm visible 

width. The surfaces are silver matt anodized and can be 

customized with advertising and colors as required. 

 

The mounting head is beveled at 45° and consists of an 

aluminum sandwich component that is continuously height-

adjustable from 900 to 1,200 mm and is recessed in the shaft. 

 

The holder is universally suitable for various tablets.  

 

The removal lock can differ depending on the tablet shape 

and size. It is locked at the back by means of a cylinder lock. If 

desired, the home button can also remain accessible. 

 

A noble base plate made of 6 mm safety glass gives the stand 

ground weight and sturdiness. The visible surface in the size 

300 x 300 mm can also be designed for advertising. A felt sole 

on the bottom provides the necessary protection.

The branding version

 has a visible width of 150 mm and 

thus offers more space for advertising 

purposes. The height and all other 

components, from the base plate to 

the removal protection, correspond to 

the basic version. 

The lettering on the two visible 

surfaces can be exchanged and thus 

easily changed at any time. This is 

interesting for exhibition rental. 

In contrast to the straight stringency of 

the basic version, the slide-in profiles 

are discreetly curved so that the side 

edges remain very elegant even in this 

version. 

A loading function for continuous use 

is optionally available.  

In this case, the removal protection 

additionally covers the plug of the 

USB cable.

Tablet stand IRIS
 From home entertainment to lecterns:
 product variants with the meng modular system.
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